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DESTRUCTION OF THE LOWER ETHICS CONDITIONS

Telse1 noticed that there is a new national sport among Scientologists:

Lower ethics conditions are worked on, assigned to each other and, of course, often to oneself
on the 1st dynamic – it’s fun! ;-) 

After having observed the disastrous effects of this new sport, I once again read the original ref-
erences on ethics conditions in the green OEC Volume 0 published in 1969. 

What I found when studying the original HCOPLs:

1. The conditions are very often used incorrectly!

2. Important information about the lower conditions have been removed and wrong information
added. 

Ron’s HCOPL 6 Oct 67 is the key reference in which he describes in detail what kind of people
he developed the lower conditions for. This becomes evident in the section “Condition of Trea-
son”. Original text: 

„When one knowingly takes the pay or favours of a group’s or project’s enemies while appear-
ing to be a friend of or part of the group or project, the Conditon is Treason.”

Enemies  that  are  conscious  of  and  paid  for  their  actions  are  also  called  “agents”  or
“infiltrators”. If they succeed in taking over the attacked group, they are a “takeover team”. 

The German dictionary Duden defines “treason” as follows:

“Breach of mutual trust; destroying trust by cheating, deceiving and betraying someone”

Duden’s definition of “to deceive”:

“Definition 1.a) to give someone a wrong impression on purpose...”

Duden’s definition of “fraud”:

1 This FSPL is based on an essay written by Telse Gross and published in December 2003 on:  http://www.frei-
escientologen.de/treasonvolkssport.htm Andreas revised the text on 9 July, 2016, added some information and pub-
lished it as an FSPL.

http://www.freiescientologen.de/treasonvolkssport.htm
http://www.freiescientologen.de/treasonvolkssport.htm
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“Willful deception and misleading of another person...”

Legal definition of fraud by the German Criminal Code (StGB) that can be applied in this case
as well:

StGB Sec. 263 FRAUD

(1) Whoever, with the intent of obtaining for himself or a third person an unlaw-
ful material benefit, damages the assets of another, by provoking or affirming a
mistake by pretending that false facts exist or by distorting or suppressing true
facts, shall be punished with imprisonment for not more than five years or a
fine.

(2) Fraud means acting under false pretenses or distorting or suppressing the
truth.

This means you definitely do not want to have a traitor/enemy in your surroundings. Usually,
you would simply remove that person from the group and take legal action against them, if pos-
sible, since an agent that sabotages Scientology (be it the Church or Independent Scientolo-
gists) always commits fraud and can be sued under criminal law according to the above-men-
tioned article and be put in jail. It is also possible to have them ordered to pay damages under
civil law. 

This is why the agents in Scientology have always disliked this condition and Scientology’s
true enemies have thus misled us on purpose:

The HCOPL 23 Oct 67 „Enemy Formula“ „Find out, who you really are“  also refers to the
HCOPL 6 Oct 67, which is only modified hereby, not cancelled: said reference has been re-
moved from the latest version of the same HCOPL in the OEC Volume published in 1991 with-
out marking it as a revision!
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This paved the way for secret removal of the paragraph on Treason and Enemy in the HCOPL 6
Oct 67 in 1977!

Thus, the paragraphs on Treason and Enemy were removed in the revised version of the key
reference HCOPL 6 Oct 67R and “Version II” was added to its name. Neither the old nor the
new edition of the OEC Volumes include another HCOPL of the same date. Therefore, the
added comment “Version II” only leads to confusion. 

Here is the original header of the revision published in 1977:

In the OEC version of 1991, the indication of what had been removed was erased to hide all
traces of falsification:

For your information, I will also quote the missing formula on how to handle Treason:

CONDITION OF TREASON

When one knowingly takes the pay or favours of a group's or project's enemies while appearing to
be a friend of or part of the group or project, the Condition is Treason.

The formula for Treason Condition is:

1. Deliver a paralyzing blow to the enemies of the group one has worked against and betrayed.

2. Perform a self-damaging act that furthers the purposes and or objectives of the group one has be-
trayed.

3. Inform the group, project or org one has betrayed of one's previous betrayal and I and 2 above and
petition each member for forgiveness.
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4. Abide by their reaction or decision.

In contrast to how a group used to react to an exposed traitor, Ron now presents the traitor with
the new possibility of eventually becoming an approved and contributing member of the group.

This is not only more survival-oriented regarding the former traitor, but also for the group. Be-
fore, an agent who started doubting his job, thinking he might be fighting a group that was ac-
tually worth supporting, did not really have a chance to change sides. He knew the group hated
him and that he could not switch over because of it. In this case, Ron offers a new option to
both sides. Of course, all those organizations wanting to control Scientology via agents do not
like this. 

L. Ron Hubbard also gave Scientology’s enemies that did not pretend to be friends, but openly
acted against Scientology, the chance to relent. The following quote also used to be part of the
original HCOPL 6 Oct 67 (last paragraph) and was removed in 1977:

CONDITION OF ENEMY

When a person is an avowed and knowing enemy of an individual, a group, project or org, a Con-
dition of Enemy exists.

The formula is:

1 . Examine oneself and one's mind or have it examined to be sure that one's attitude is not based on
prejudice or aberration or mere similarity to something else.

2. Decide if one's reaction to the individual, group, project or org is based on one's personal fear or
the urging of others or on actual menace.

3. Assume the Condition of Doubt and apply its formula.

Furthermore, the takeover team wanted to quickly erase L. Ron Hubbard’s invitation to his ene-
mies to prevent their own numbers from shrinking unnecessarily. In doing so, however, they
made it obvious that they had already been able to control and manipulate the publications on
Tech and Policy in 1977.

Ron later wrote the reference HCO PL 20 April 69 II “Hats not wearing”, which was necessary
because:

Unfortunately, those enemies who consciously act against Scientology with the intent to infil-
trate it do not wear a label such as “psychiatrist”, “employee in the pharmaceutical industry”,
“CIA”, etc. They will be exposed because they sabotage - on 1.1, of course, and with extreme
secrecy, which is the reason for Ron adding the reference. It still refers to the true traitors ac-
cording to the above-mentioned definition.

The formula for Treason is very correctly and factually, "Know THAT you are".

It will be found, gruesomely enough, that a person who accepts a post or position and then
doesn't function as it will inevitably upset or destroy some portion of an org.

By not knowing that he is the _____________ (post name) he is committing treason in fact.

The results of this can be found in history. A failure to be what one has the post or position
name of will result in a betrayal of the functions and purposes of a group.

Almost all organizational upsets stem from this one fact:
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A person in a group who, having accepted a post, does not know THAT he is a certain assigned
or designated beingness is in TREASON against the group.

At first glance, this seems to be a change in the definition of Treason, but it is not. You have to
remember that ethics conditions are used in two different contexts:

• First, in ethics-handlings, meaning for each person on their own, based on their self-de-
termination and

• Second, in justice-handlings, where the group appoints a condition to a person in order
to regiment them as they failed to bring in their own ethics.

The original formula was designed to be used in connection with ethics. An agent doubting his
mission could apply this formula. With respect to justice handlings, however, the group often
does not know who was paid and instructed by whom. In this case, things have to be handled
differently and the old idea sounds just right: “By their fruits you will know them!”

This means that a group has to be able to recognize a traitor even if it is impossible to identify
the people giving orders to that person, but his actions have consequently been destructive in
such a way that “the enemies would be stupid not to pay him for them.” :-)

Still, when finding someone guilty of treason, the original definition has to be kept in mind,
which LRH did not reverse. Simply because he continues to use the term “Treason” that is de-
fined in dictionaries (and is also used in context with criminal law)!

There is a “harmony” of conditions. Depending on how serious a person’s Overts are (not ful-
filling your job also counts as a serious Overt according to the text by LRH just quoted) and his
products’ (his good deeds’) ratio, a person is either in the upper conditions (between Non-Exis-
tence and Power) or in the lower conditions (Liability, Doubt, Enemy or Treason). When justice
is applied (but also when applying ethics to yourself), it is important to not take too drastic
measures. Someone who usually contributes to the group in a positive way should not be as-
signed a lower condition just because of a minor mistake. 

Example for an incorrectly applied condition:

Husband: “You don’t wear your hat as a wife. You refused to sleep with me five times. Please
apply the formula for Treason. You’ll see it’s good for you!”

At that point, the marriage would no longer exist due to this order. It puts the marriage below
Non-Existence. Consequently, the husband would have to make his wife leave the house if she
is a traitor: the threat of divorce is the logical consequence. 

This situation (“lacking desire for sex”) could, however, easily be handled by assigning condi-
tions above Non-Existence.  

Example for actual treason/fraud on the 2nd dynamic:

For 3 years, Karl-Heinz has had a secret lover, planning the betrayal of his family in every de-
tail. Even during family vacation, his lover stays in the hotel next door, available for a quickie.
Custom-made jewelry goes to the "quickie woman" instead of his wife and many daughters: be-
trayal! 
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In this situation, assigning “Treason” would make sense. The wife kicks her husband out of the
house and threatens with a divorce if he does not apply the formula for Treason. Should he not
do that, it makes sense for the wife to stick to a divorce. No loss. 

It is a completely different case when one partner assigns a lower condition to the other in a
working marriage because of minor  mistakes  that  normally would not  justify a  separation.
Then, assigning a lower condition becomes an inappropriate means of exerting pressure that
will eventually backfire. The punished party will, at some point, feel that enough is enough and
really leave instead of giving in once again. 

This national sport of “assigning lower conditions” destroys dynamics since it prevents the cre-
ation of a “safe point” where we can expand on our dynamics. It is impossible to form lasting
friendships that go through good and bad times if Treason is assigned for every little thing. We
need a “safe point” where trust grows and our games can prosper.

The same thing goes for organizations. Basically, the agents and traitors in the Church of Scien-
tology dramatize their treason against true Scientologists by assigning them lower conditions at
every chance. Most of the time, these incorrect assignments are accepted because people fear
that they will not be readmitted. By giving in, they hope to regain a good reputation even if the
accusations might sound “a little exaggerated.”

After having experienced this kind of humiliation yourself a few times, you might even start to
do the same thing to others and assign other good guys a lower condition if they did something
stupid or failed to do their job. 

This “national sport” culminates in the self-assignment of lower conditions when “peanuts” are
characterized as Treason. How about Emergency or maybe even Danger in complicated situa-
tions? 

I have found that some Scientologists even talk of making gains on these lower conditions. I
can partly understand this as others are already paying attention to something a person wants to
improve on, thus allowing for as-is-ness. In most cases, however, this can (in a better way) also
be achieved by applying upper conditions without having to endure the degradation. 

In the HCOPL 14 Mar 68 “The following is the corrected table of conditions”, the lowest con-
dition is Treason. The original reference does not include the condition of Confusion! This is
also the case in the Ethics book in the 1968 edition:
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So how did the takeover team make the good guys accept assignments to lower conditions in
the first place? If you have never been a corrupt person, you should completely balk at the
thought of accepting a condition such as Enemy or Treason. 

This could be done by means of the forgery explained in the following. A new “acceptable
lower condition” was added below Treason, a condition even a good guy could accept: Confu-
sion. How easily do people get confused.

Many Thetans have already stumbled into the lower conditions due to an assignment of “Con-
fusion.” Not every confusion automatically represents a lower condition,  though. Misunder-
standings, incorrect information, contact with an SP, restimulation, etc. can confuse a Thetan
for a short time. It is possible that Hans, due to contact with an SP, does not work through his
office mail for 3 days, letting it pile up on his desk. Some know-it-all “friend” sees that and
says, “I’ll help you tidy up your desk.” Applying “Confusion” or the reference “Order vs. Dis-
order” is appropriate – so far so good. Up to this point, Hans has made good gains with this and
trusts his friend. 

But then the real blow hits. Next step: assignment of the condition Treason. The next higher
condition follows automatically and has to be thoroughly applied. How many Scientologists
have been brooding over “their” Treason or Enemy condition and have been moved through to
a higher condition only after a loving nudge by their Ethics Officer? 

The conditions are applied incorrectly! The instructions in the reference “Confusion” are great
because they help Hans to get out of the restimulation and focus on the present. “Order vs. Dis-
order” is a good thing but all that does not necessarily correlate to Treason and Fraud. Confu-
sion is not an ethics condition below Treason, but a technical condition, a restimulation
that can be overcome through Processing just like a simple Locational.

If the Sword of Damocles of the looming “assignment of a lower condition” is no longer hang-
ing over one’s head in the family and business, life becomes so much more worth living.

"If it’s not fun, it’s not Scientology" [Diana Hubbard, daughter of LRH]
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So when was this wrong condition of Confusion added now? Are we closing in on the takeover
date? Yes. The HCOPL “Condition below Treason, Confusion Formula” was invented on 9
February, 1974 (“Find out where you are”) and revised in 1980 to add the extended formula
for Confusion. This served as a protection for the agents. If one of them should really be ex-
posed one day, he would not have to publicly announce himself as a traitor (as required in the
original formula), but could work his way up the ethics levels to Liability and then ask the
members of the group for readmission. Since most of the good guys have already been through
the same ordeal themselves, they show extreme leniency towards the applicant and do not no-
tice how this opens a loophole for the venomous snake to crawl back in. The traitor can con-
tinue his sabotage and keep production low until he has to repeat the uphill race through the
lower conditions yet again. 

How is Scientology supposed to ever get rid of its enemies like this?

By rehabilitating the Tech and Policies up to 1972, rejecting all revisions and new data ever
since, and only applying standard Tech and Policy. 

Enjoy

Andreas Gross
for the 
Independent Scientologists
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